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Very Small Ultra-Wide-Band MMIC
Magic T and Applications to
Combiners and Dividers

Abstract-An FET-sized 1-18 GHz monolithic active magic T ( 1 W
hybrid) is proposed. It unifies two different dividers, electrically isolated
from each other, in a novel GaAs FET electrode configuration, viz. the
LUFET concept. Its characteristics and experiment results are presented.
Applications of the magic T to miniature wide-band RF signal processing
modules such as dividers, combiners, and switches are described.
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I. INTRODUCTION

C

OMBINERS, dividers, and magic T's are fundamental and important circuit functions used for microwave and millimeter-wave circuits. However, these
functions, which are traditionally constructed with quarter-wavelength transmission lines, occupy large areas in
MMIC chips, and the bandwidths are limited due to the
electrical line lengths [l],[2]. The functions should be
miniaturized for applications to R F signal processing. Recently, traveling wave active combiners and dividers which
employ GaAs FET's for compact size and wide-band
operation were reported [ 31-[5]. However, the circuit configuration is still large as well as extremely complicated
because several GaAs FET's and many spiral inductors are
packed on a chip.
In this paper, a very simple monolithic active magic T
composed of a GaAs FET with two gate fingers and
coplanar lines is proposed. The most significant innovation
of the magic T is a novel circuit structure which effectively
uses the two-gate GaAs FET configuration to unify two
different dividers within the electrode configuration. This
magic T is based on the line unified FET (LUFET) concept, which was previously proposed by the authors for
FET-sized, wide-band circuit function modules [6]. An
advantage of the proposed magic T is that it significantly
reduces MMIC chip size, as well as operates over an
ultrawide-band, due to the minimum use of GaAs FET's
and the absence of spiral inductors. Divider/combiner
modules in simple configurations are also designed with
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module's common electrode. Furthermore, a slotline series
T junction as an out-of-phase power divider, with slotline
and
is
input port @ and slotline output ports
formed with a conductive pad connecting the two gate
electrodes and two drain electrodes, one on each side of
the pad. In other words, two different dividers are unified
in the GaAs FET electrode allocation, while the two
dividers are isolated from each other because of the orthogonal mode effect and the unilateral effect of the GaAs
FET. The impedance match at port @ is determined by
the transconductance of the two-gate GaAs FET. The
impedance at the other ports and the isolation characteristics between ports
and @ are determined by the
slotline T junction and the equivalent resistance, R D G ,
observed or connected between the drain and the gate of
each GaAs FET.
This magic T LUFET operates over an ultra-wide-band
frequency range because the parasitics in the GaAs FET's
are terminated with low impedance Z , and because of the
absence of frequency-dependent circuitry such as quarterwavelength transmission lines and spiral inductors. Orthogonal mode analysis based on the symmetrical configuration of the magic T yields the following equations
characterizing the magic T [7], where the FET is assumed
to be a combination of the transconductance g, and
negligible gate-source capacitance Cgsonly:
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Fig. 2. Photograph of the magic T LUFET on a 1 mm
(intrinsic area is only 0.15 mm X 0.25 mm).

X

1 mm chip

The reflection coefficient IS@@ is at its minimum, that
is, zero, when 2g,Z, = 1,while the power coupling IS 001,
is -6 dB. The power coupling ISo@l, lS@@lis
less than -3.5 dB. The difference between the couplings
can be less than 2 dB when 2g,Z0 is greater than 1.2. The
resistor R,, acts to reduce the reflection coefficient at
and @ and to increase the isolation between
ports
ports
and

0
0
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111. EXPERIMENTAL
RESULTS
A photograph and the performance of the fabricated
magic T are shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, respectively. The
chip size is 1 mm X 1 mm X 0.6 mm, while the intrinsic area
is only 150 pmX250 pm. T h s active magic T has been
fabricated using epitaxial growth 0.5-pm-gate-length GaAs
FET's with a cutoff frequency of approximately 20 GHz.
The unit gate width is 75 pm.
The ultra-wide-band characteristics of the magic T have
been confirmed through on-wafer measurements up to 18
GHz, as shown in Fig. 3. Drain bias Vd (3 V) for each
drain electrode is supplied through the pads and MIM
capacitors. Source bias, through a wide-band bias T and
where the reflection coefficients r+- and r + +at port
an on-wafer-measurement probe attached at port @, is
in each excitation mode are given by the following equa- adjusted for a transconductance better than 20 mS. The
tions:
typical current drawn is 10 mA and power consumption is
only 30 mW, where I d s s of the 150-pm-gate-width GaAs
FET is between 30 and 50 mA. The measured performance
(solid lines) is as follows: coupling loss from port @ or
DG - ' 0
@ to ports
and
is withm 5 dB 5 1 dB; return loss
Even: r + + =
at
each
port
is
greater
than
10 dB; and isolation is greater
RDG+ Zo
and
where it is
than 20 dB except between ports
The isolation from ports
and @ to port @ and the about 10 dB. The dashed lines in Fig. 3 show the calcuisolation between ports @ and @ are due to the unilat- lated performance of the active magic T. The calculation is
eral characteristic of each GaAs FET and the orthogonal performed with a typical small-signal equivalent circuit of
mode effect in the magic T's configuration, respectively. the GaAs FET and an R,, value (700 Cl) for both
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Fig. 4. Output power versus input power characteristics of the magic T
LUFET.

divider/combiner that employs this LUFET, called a
mode-splitter LUFET, combined with the magic T LUFET.
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Fig. 3 . Performance of the magic T LUFET (solid line: measured;
dashed line: predicted).

excitation modes. That the measured isolation between
ports
and @ is better than predicted is believed to be
due to the module's configuration. A spatial coupling, for
example, between the coplanar waveguide and the slotlines
thus imseparated by the gate electrodes improves r++,
proving the isolation. The spatial coupling occurs in only
the even-mode excitation and reduces the equivalent resistance R DG for this mode. Isolation between ports
and
is improved by 2 dB when isolation from ports @ and
to port @ is about 25 dB, as shown in Fig. 3. Thus,
the equivalent resistance R,, in each excitation mode
should be estimated individually for more accurate design.
The magic T LUFET can be applied to miniaturized
wide-band balanced mixers. Fig. 4 shows the output power
versus input power characteristics of the magic T, where
two power-incident ports @) and
are examined. The
exhlbits good
characteristic from port @ to port
linearity for input powers up to 18 dBm and more, whle
that from port @) to port @ begins a gain compression
near 5 dBm. Thus, LO power from port @ can be
sufficiently high to achieve low conversion loss.
Additionally, the magic T LUFET can be changed to
another LUFET merely by interchanging the supplied
voltages, due to the change in electrode locations from
drain-gate-source-gate-drain
to source-gate-draingate-source. This LUFET operates as a mode splitter,
where in-phase signals and out-of-phase signals from ports
@ and @ emerge at port @) and at port @ respectively, with an insertion loss of about 3 dB for each. In the
next section, attention will be given to a signal
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A photograph and the equivalent circuit diagram of a
signal divider/combiner utilizing the magic T LUFET are
shown in Fig. 5. The c h p size is 1 m m X l mmX0.6 mm.
Two magic T's are combined symmetrically at ports
and
and port @, where a shunt resistor R , is connected. The characteristics of signal divider/combiner 1
and the magic T are represented in similar fashion because
the only changes in the above equations are R,, to
R,,/2
and Z,, to R Therefore, signal power division
to ports
and
is achieved
from port @ or

0

0

@

0

0

maintaining port isolation in the magic T. Isolation beand @ is significantly improved
tween output ports
by increasing the R , value. Fig. 6 shows the performance
of fabricated divider/combiner 1 shown in Fig. 5 , where
R , is given two different values 50 D and infinity. Coupling loss from port @ or
to ports
and @ is

0

@

0

between 5 and 6 dB, and almost the same for both R ,
values, while isolation between ports
and
is changed
considerably by the R , value because resistor R , is conand @. Return loss at
nected in series between ports
ports @ and @ is better than 13 dB for both R ,

0

0

0

values, up to 18 GHz.
Advantages of divider/combiner 1 are that it operates in
an ultra-wideband frequency range, and offers the following useful functions in a small MMIC chip size. This
module divides R F incident signals, k and B on ports H
and

@, respectively

0

and simultaneously generates the

0

same combined signals, (k+ B ) / 2 , at ports
and
with good isolation. Ths module can also be used to
change the signal path with H, - H isolation better

0

00

than 20 dB, as shown in Fig. 7, by controlling the
gate-source voltages for the two GaAs FET's. In Fig. 7,
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Fig. 5 . Configuration and equivalent circuit diagram of signal divider/
combiner 1 designed with the magic T LUFET. (a) Photograph.
(b) Equivalent circuit diagram.

the two-gate GaAs FET on port

5

Fig. 7.

Measured

isolation

between ports

@

and

@

for

di\ider/comhiner 1

is in the on-state

is switched. It can also switch the

0

signal flow between ports
and @ by controlling the
value of R , . These functions are not possible with passive
circuits.
Fig. 8 shows another signal divider/combiner. This
module, which consists of a magic T LUFET and a mode
splitter LUFET, has almost the same configuration as
signal divider/combiner 1, the exception being the electrode locations of source-gate-drain-gate-source
in the
right two-gate GaAs FET. The chip size is 1 mm X 1 mm.
This module, divider combiner 2, divides an incident sig@, and
and
nal k from port H, to ports

d

a,

---

B/2
A

Ai3
--c / 2

A

0,

a

and @,
delivers incident signals and C from ports
respectively, only to port H, because of the unilateral

0

characteristic of each two-gate GaAs FET and isolation
Incident and delivered signal
between ports @ and
voltages are shown in Fig. 8. Fig. 9 shows coupling lossfrequency characteristics of divider/combiner 2. In the
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Fig. 8. configuration of signal Jivider/comhiner Z designed with the
magic T and mode splitter LUFET',.
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Fig. 10. Four-port signal combiner uhing two dider/combiner modules.

region from 1 to 18 G H ~ coupling
,
loss from port

8

to

ports

0,
0,
and @,and that from port 0or 0 to

port

@

are 9 d B f l dB and 6 d B f 1 dB respectively.

Return loss at ports
dB. Isolation from

0

0,
a,and 8is better than 10
port 0 or 0 to port 8 and

a

and
is better than 25 dB and 15 dB,
between ports
respectively, when R 0 is 200 Q. This module is also a
functional module, which is not possible with passive
circuits.
These modules, as well as the magic T, are so small that
higher level signal processing circuits can be designed with
little concern for chip size. In the next section, some
applications of signal divider/combiner 1 are referred to
by symbol.
V.

SIGNAL
DIVIDER/COMBINER
APPLICATIONS

Fig. 10 shows a combination of two divider/combiner
modules, i.e., a four-port signal combiner. The square
represents the divider/combiner module in Fig. 5 ; the
triangle, which suggests directivity, represents the two-gate
GaAs FET; and the dot inside a circle represents the
slotline-CPW T junction. This circuit combines four input
signals, k, B , 6, and D , when all FET's are in the
on-state, indicated by black triangles in the illustration. In
addition to this output, i.e., ( A+ B + C + D ) / 2 , other
outputs, such as ( k + b)/2 and ( C + b)/2,are also available. The symbol cx: (infinity) means that the R , value is
infinite. Isolation between ports
and @) is sufficiently
comDlete. as shown in Fig.
" 6. and the imnedance of DortS

0

0

and
is very high compared with load impedance
Zo. Therefore, the above three outputs are independent of
each other. This circuit is believed to be useful for vector
combiners such as predistortors, phase shifters, and an
adaptive linear combiner as the basic form of adaptive
equalizer.
Fig. 11 shows a 4 x 4 switch matrix utilizing eight divider/combiner modules, where four circuits similar to
that of Fig. 10 are cascaded. On-state GaAs FET's are
represented by black triangles, and off-state GaAs FET's
by white triangles. When the R , value and shunt
impedance Z , are infinite and Z , respect-ively, input. signals A , B, 6. and D emerge in the order B / 2 , A / 2 , D / 2 .
and 6/2 in the operation mode shown in Fig. 11. For
every input signal only one of the areas indicated by a
triangle (two-gate GaAs FET) is in the on-state. Thus. a
good impedance match is obtained at every input port.
The size of these application circuits can be effectively
minimized due to the very small magic T LUFET, and by
using a thin-film microstrip (TFMS) line [8], [9] and its
crossover structure.
Combining the divider/combiners and other control
circuits such as phase shifters and attenuators will enhance
the MMIC's functions. As a result, miniature ultra-wideband divider/combiner modules. as well as the magic T
LUFET. can be used as one of the fundamental function
blocks for R F signal processing such as array antenna
controls and multiport RF switching.
VI. CONCLUSION

An FET-sized ultra-wide-band MMIC magic T, called a
magic T LUFET, is proposed and demonstrated through
an analysis and experiments. Furthermore, characteristics
of signal divider/combiners using a magic T and applications of a divider/combiner module to a multiport vector
combiner and a 4 x 4 switch matrix have been discussed.
Such miniaturized wide-band modules can be efficiently
used for microwave and millimeter-wave MMIC's such as
mixers and many types of R F signal processing circuits.
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